May 2021

Fire Department Squad 63 / Rescue 63 / Ambulance 64
Operational Overview
The following will serve as an overview of multiple operational changes as well as how the modified
apparatus deployments at Station #63 will function.
In September of 2020 the City Council approved the purchase of Rescue Pumper (aka: “Squad 63”)
which was the first step in restructuring the fire department’s apparatus deployment.
In November of 2020 the department took the first step in apparatus deployment by taking Tower
Ladder 63 out of service and placing Ambulance 64 (4th ambulance) into service on a fulltime basis. The
initial plan was to run Tower Ladder 63 until the new Squad 63 arrived in the late summer of 2021.
However, at the request of a large number of personnel including Battalion Chiefs and Officers, a
reserve engine was modified to carry additional equipment and run as a “modified” Squad until the new
Squad 63 is placed into service. It was noted that Tower Ladder 63 could not maintain sufficient water
in its tank due to long standing leaks, and did not have a desirable hose load in order to properly deploy
hose lines. The command staff was asked to “tear the band-aid off and have the guys start running like
we will next year” by the line personnel.
Also, in November of 2020 the planned response modifications were implemented at the same time as
the apparatus deployment model took place. We continue to work with RED Center on the alignment of
resources with the types of incidents.
Personnel began to develop specifications for the purchase of Rescue 63 which is the final component of
the apparatus deployment modification plan. This unit is designed as a mini-rescue vehicle that will be
very versatile unit and typically cross staffed or “jumped” with the crew from Ambulance 64. Depending
on the overall available staffing on any given day, both Rescue 63 AND Ambulance 64 could both be fully
staffed.
The request for City Council approval to purchase Rescue 63 is on an upcoming agenda.
To answer a few questions as to what is the difference between Squad 63 and Rescue 63 as well their
expected roles with the modified deployment model, the following photo’s and descriptions provide
further insight.

SQUAD 63
This unit is a very versatile unit that has the capability to fulfill many roles in one unit including EMS first
response. The unit will have a 1500gpm pump, 750 gallons of water, a full compliment of hose and
several ladders like most fire engines do. However, Squad 63 was also designed to be capable of
carrying all the tools normally carried on the Tower Ladder with the exception of the 100’ main ladder.
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In addition to the equipment normally carried on the Tower Ladder including extrication equipment,
Squad 63 will carry Hazardous Materials, Technical Rescue, and Dive Rescue equipment which is
currently being stored in three (3) special operations trailers.
Personnel assignments to Station 63, and specifically Squad 63, will be prioritized to those with greater
levels of experience and specialty team training.
Squad 63 will be citywide for all “working fire” responses, extrication responses and all specialty team
responses in addition to responding to normal day to day incidents as dispatched. When this unit
arrives on the scene, it will be capable of deploying hoselines for fire suppression, leading out to a
hydrant to provide a water supply, search/rescue, ventilation, begin hazard containment on hazmat
incidents, setup or deploy for technical rescue, and setup or deploy for water rescues.
Below is a nearly identical unit purchased by the Oak Brook Fire Department recently. You will note the
size of the unit is substantially larger than any Des Plaines engine company and only about three feet
shorter than a tower ladder. With this design, the actual pump and pump panel are significantly smaller,
however no less powerful.

Pump and Pump panel
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You will note the large amount of compartment space that will provide the space necessary to carry the
equipment cache our department will carry. While it may appear there is a lot of wasted space due to
its vehicles height, all the area above the side compartments contains storage (referred to as “coffin
compartments”) that is accessed from the top of the unit by going up the ladder. The equipment carried
up there is typically not used as often or bulkier.
Full Covered Hose Bed
Coffin Storage on both
sides
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Below is a collage of photo’s that provide an excellent example of the equipment stored on Squad type
units.
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RESCUE 63
This unit will also function multiple roles in the modified apparatus deployment model. This unit will be
very versatile in that it will allow the department to provide an alternate response unit while at the
same time having the capacity to maintain a four-ambulance deployment model. This unit will also be
located at Station #63 and will be staffed as a “jump company” with Ambulance 64. Should staffing
allow, both units could be independently staffed.
The unit will carry a full compliment of EMS equipment and be a licensed Advanced Life Support (ALS)
EMS Assist unit. This unit will be the primary EMS assist unit in all of Station #63’s response area as well
as further into other response areas.
Rescue 63 will also respond to most non-emergency “service call” types of responses. These types of
calls include Carbon Monoxide Detector activations, lift assists, trouble/supervisory fire alarms, etc.
Rescue 63 will also carry additional tools including HazMat, Technical Rescue, and Dive Rescue to
support Squad 63 on larger incidents. Depending on the incident type, it will also respond with Squad
63 as a companion unit both in town and Auto/Mutual Aid.
Utilization of this unit for many responses normally responded to by a piece of fire apparatus will allow
for the primary fire apparatus to remain in their service areas more often.
Below are photos of a very similar unit to the one being proposed for purchase.
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